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The PYP Exhibition, the 
culminating event of the Primary 
Years Programme, facilitates our 
5th Graders to strengthen the 
attributes of the IB profile, the 
international mindedness and the 
critical thinking, as they choose 
and approach global issues 
inherent to humankind with a 
conceptual perspective. Through 
their agency, the students 
collaboratively develop deep 
independent inquiry and propose 
significant actions that impact the 
society. ¡It is work worthy of 
recognition! ¡Congratulations 
my dear students!

Julieta Galeano L. 
PYP Coordinator
Buckingham School

Andrea Beltrán
Homeroom Teacher
Buckingham School

The PYP Exhibition is not just a 
final project for graduating from 
primary; it's a fantastic experience 
in which our students learn to 
share their ideas, to communicate 
with each other in order to reach 
agreement, to explore di�erent 
research methodologies and to 
present it creatively. This year was 
not as we expected, but that 
makes this experience more 
relevant and meaningful. Our kids 
have demonstrated they could be 
hard workers, resilient, and 
prepared to face any di�culties 
they had through the journey. 
They did an outstanding job, and 
we must be very proud of them. 
¡Congrats!

PYP
Visual
Arts Exhibition 5°A

5°B

Welcome to our Visual Arts Virtual 
Museum! You will be able to 
appreciate more than 130 digital 
photography artworks created by our 
fifth-grade students. The photoshoot 
took place at home and at school 
according to the virtual or presential 
mode each student is experimenting. 
Their artistic process shows how 
students developed their creativity by 
applying transdisciplinary concepts 
and photography principles to 
communicate a specific issue of their 
interest. Through this virtual 
exhibition you will be able to 
appreciate how our students are 
caring, thinkers and reflective about 
their context and the world around 
them.

Marcela Carrillo C. 
Visual Arts Teacher
Buckingham School

Central Idea: Sustainable habits 
improve the community's way 
of life and contribute to the 
environment.
Key concepts: Change - 
Causation - Responsibility. 
Related Concepts: 
Sustainability - Contribution - 
Impact.
Lines of inquiry:  
-Recycling issues.  
-Recycling policies. 
-Environmental and social 
impact.

5°A
SANTIAGO CHÁVES,
EDUARDO ROMERO,
LUCAS VASQUEZ.

Central Idea: A balance between 
resources and living organisms 
creates a sustainable 
environment. 
Key concepts: Responsibility - 
Change - Function 
Related Concepts: Water source 
- Environment - Protection
Lines of inquiry:  
- Responsibility for creating a 
sustainable environment 
- Social impact on water sources 
- Impact of water sources on our 
daily life

5°B
GERÓNIMO ÁLVAREZ,
MARIANA CARREÑO,
LAURA PEÑA

Central Idea: Gender equality 
allows men and women to have 
the same opportunities, access 
to equal privileges, and rights.
Key concepts: Causation - 
Perspective 
Related Concepts: Equality – 
Identity – Gender - Rights
Lines of inquiry:  
- Acts of history that led our 
advance in equality today 
- Perspective of gender equality 
- Problems in society in our daily 
life thanks to gender inequality 

SAMUEL AHUMADA,
SARAH LUCAS,
ANA LUCIA ZAMBRANO.

Visita este proyecto aquí

Central Idea: The right to 
education allows children to 
have useful learnings and a 
promising future. 
Key concepts: Causation – 
Change - Perspective 
Related Concepts: 
Opportunities - Education - 
Rights
Lines of inquiry:  
- Children education  
- Quality of education  
- Children rights

DAVID AGUIRRE,
JUANITA SÁNCHEZ,
MARÍA JOSÉ VERBEL

Central Idea: The respect for 
children's rights helps to 
improve the learning 
experiences for present and 
future generations. 
Key concepts: Change - 
Responsibility 
Related Concepts: Needs – 
Rights - Education
Lines of inquiry:  
- Children rights
- Education government 
policies
- Children educational needs

SERGIO BARRAGÁN,
MANUELA HURTADO,
CAMILA ROBAYO

Central Idea: The protection 
of the environment leads 
communities to improve their 
lives.
Key concepts: Change - 
Responsibility - Perspective
Related Concepts: Water 
sources – Environment - 
Community
Lines of inquiry:  
- Moorlands issues
- Social impacts on moorlands
- Moorland's ecosystem.

ISABELLA GONZÁLEZ,
JULIANA PÉREZ,
ANDRÉS RAMOS

Central Idea: Culture guides 
us to new social interactions 
and knowledge, and it helps us 
understand and respect 
others.
Key concepts: Perspective – 
Reflexion - Form
Related Concepts: Creativity 
– Literature - Communication
Lines of inquiry:  
- Literature genres for 
teenagers 
- Nowadays reading habits 
- Social interactions during 
this pandemic 

MARTÍN HERNÁNDEZ,
JUAN ESTEBAN MACÍAS,
ANDRÉS FELIPE MOSCOSO,
JUAN LUIS QUINTERO

Central Idea: Socializing 
permits people to interact and 
establish good relationships. 
Key concepts: Change - 
Causation - Perspective
Related Concepts: Health - 
Emotions - Interactions
Lines of inquiry:  
- Emotional development 
- Emotional improvement 
- Anxiety while socializing

PAULA ESPINOSA,
GIANFRANCO MERCURIO,
HAMZA SYED

Central Idea: An adequate and 
good health condition helps 
people to feel safe and happy.
Key concepts: Reflection - 
Change - Responsibility
Related Concepts: Biosecurity - 
Protection - Pandemic
Lines of inquiry:  
- Social issues during the 
pandemic  
- Protection during covid-19  
- Biosecurity and healthy 
lifestyle changes during the 
pandemic 

SEBASTIÁN BERNAL,
JULIANA GRISALES,
LEONARDO PARDI

Central Idea: Communities 
need equal opportunities to let 
people be their own leaders and 
raise their voices.
Key concepts: Perspective - 
Change - Causation 
Related Concepts: Biosafety 
protocols - Hygiene - 
Organization - Needs
Lines of inquiry:  
- Impact of hospitals in this 
pandemic. 
- Hygiene Resources 
- COVID-19 e�ects on people

GABRIELA GARZÓN,
SILVANA HERNANDEZ,
JI HAN UM NO
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Drawn by Santiago, 
Eduardo, Lucas. 5A
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https://www.artsteps.com/view/5ecd9d0adfdfef0e6a780d7a?currentUser
https://www.artsteps.com/view/5ed2cc1a5360014f4ef2405e?currentUser
https://sites.google.com/view/recycling-system-on-buidlings/introduction-page
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ytMAVvlWlxI&list=PLHeCuw7LretCyEuZGLvAzKqIerBnk5ekM&index=1
https://sites.google.com/view/pyp-exhibition-5a-group-gender/home?authuser=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bpYUTWnlNw8&list=PLHeCuw7LretCyEuZGLvAzKqIerBnk5ekM&index=2
https://sites.google.com/view/pyp-exibition/home
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=36rR9lfvOCA&list=PLHeCuw7LretCyEuZGLvAzKqIerBnk5ekM&index=3
https://sites.google.com/cbk.edu.co/19dayschallenge-pypexhibition
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lb4U7HfAmlM&list=PLHeCuw7LretCyEuZGLvAzKqIerBnk5ekM&index=4
https://sites.google.com/d/1Dwgx00gdHkBY7eA8gZJFyUhjcBTM_FGK/p/1ORI1GuEfa8xiilrXGkhVw-zzOX9oFrCR/edit
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-o5tB7D15dA&list=PLHeCuw7LretCyEuZGLvAzKqIerBnk5ekM&index=5
https://sites.google.com/cbk.edu.co/pypbuckingham/home
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mln-ikaNLJc&list=PLHeCuw7LretCyEuZGLvAzKqIerBnk5ekM&index=6
https://sites.google.com/cbk.edu.co/cokit/home_1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BVateow5pVM&list=PLHeCuw7LretCyEuZGLvAzKqIerBnk5ekM&index=7
https://sites.google.com/cbk.edu.co/savingmoorlands/home?pli=1&authuser=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZFBI0torQYY&list=PLHeCuw7LretCyEuZGLvAzKqIerBnk5ekM&index=9
https://sites.google.com/cbk.edu.co/pyp-exhibition/home?pli=1&authuser=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d-BhySge1nw&list=PLHeCuw7LretCyEuZGLvAzKqIerBnk5ekM&index=10
https://sites.google.com/view/leyendo-y-aprendiendo/home-page?authuser=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dr347XMNrXg&list=PLHeCuw7LretCyEuZGLvAzKqIerBnk5ekM&index=10

